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1. Timeline 

- December 2017: DG REGIO and DG EMPL

concept papers foresee budgetary cuts for future

Cohesion Policy

- February 2018: key points from EC Commission

Communication on future of EU Budget

- 22 March 2018: Meeting Commissioner Oettinger



A 15% cut ?



A Cohesion Policy without the ESF ?



Communication on post-2020 MFF

• Contradicting definitions of Cohesion Policy: 
‘main investment policy to drive job creation, sustainable growth and 
innovation in Europe’s diverse regions’ 

Vs

‘a policy fostering economic convergence for the least developed regions’

• Perhaps more focus on innovation, industrial transformation, 
transition to clean energy, climate, digital and better 
employment opportunities

• ‘Modulating aid intensities and better targeting support’

• A budget line of €25 billion to support and incentivise
structural reforms





• Refaire capture d’écran MFF scenarios (English 
version)



CPMR vision for a post-2020 EU budget

In a nutshell: 

✓The EU budget should reflect the ambition of the EU
and its priorities

✓ The EU budget should reflect on the social, economic
and territorial trends which call for a stronger place-
based approach within all EU policies

✓ The EU budget should provide regional and local
authorities sufficient leeway to realise the ambition of
the EU on the ground

✓ The EU budget should remain an investment budget
above all



2. What focus for Cohesion Policy after 2020?

On the content: 

- Less thematic objectives – 3 or 4 (climate 
change, globalisation, labour market and a 
territorial priority)

- Rationalisation of ETC 

programmes 

(around S3 strategies?)





More focus on EMU and Semester

7 December EMU package: ‘pilot project’ - Member States 
can use Cohesion policy performance reserve to improve 
take up of structural reforms

14 February Communication: 25 billion euros to incentivise 
Member States to implement structural reforms

‘You have 10 euros from Cohesion Policy, we keep 2, we 
give you back the 2 euros if you’ve been good at 
implementing reforms’



CPMR messages on link with EMU

• Cohesion Policy should remain an investment policy, do 
not change its objectives, do not outsource ESI funds to 
support the EU semester

• Structural reforms contracts, if created, should take into 
account regional competences and only be linked to 
Cohesion Policy objectives

• EU Semester should be reformed to include a territorial 
dimension



3. CPMR proposals for a strong and reformed
post-2020 Cohesion Policy

In a nutshell:

✓ Cohesion policy covering all EU regions while pursuing
economic, social and territorial cohesion, Lisbon Treaty

✓ Cohesion policy based on the subsidiarity and the
partnership

✓ More simplification and flexibility
✓ Reinforcement of the role of regions in the governance of

cohesion policy
✓ Strong territorial and functional approach
✓ Cohesion Policy cannot evolve to become an EU instrument

to incentivise Member States to carry out structural reforms
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